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ABSTRACT
The second phase of a project designed to further

analyze the factors contributing to the task difficulty in Naval jobsand to determine the optimum training methods for these jobs is
reported. A telephone survey of experts attempted to gather data
regarding task difficulty. The results of the survey were
inconclusive. As a result of the problems experienced in conductingthe surveyr an overall plan ws developed to guide subsequent
investigations in which task difficulty is either controlled ormanipulated An experiment was conducted to ascertain whether
cartoons, the accompanying text, or a combination of the two were
responsible for the facilitating effect of imagery found in an
earlier experiment. The results of this ewne:7iment failed to validatethe findings of the earlier One in that no such facilitating effect
was found. A second experiment was therefore conducted, using paperand pencil rather than a hardware simulation of the task. The resultsof this experiment-also showed no evidence that imegery improves
performance. A third experiment investigated the influence of
training taSk fidelity of stmulation on transfer performance. The
data from this study indicated that stimulus and response fidelit
has little effect on response time or accuracy. (JY)
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TECHNTCAT REPORT: NAVTRADEVCEN 69-C-025 I
LEL,RNING, RETENTION AND TRANSFER

IN MILITARY TRAINDIG

ABSTRACT

This report summarizes Phase I and reports on PLase II of the L, R, and Tprogram. The purposes of Phase II were to analyze the factors contributingto task difficulty in Naval jobs, and to conduct a further exploration of theinfluence of imagery, fidelity of simulation, and retention interval on learn-ing, retention, and transfer. A survey of expert opinion regarding task diffi-culty plus three experimental investigations were conducted during this one-year effort.

The specific purpose of the Task Difficulty Survey was to define those factorswhich significantly influence task difficulty in the operational Navy setting.Once identified, these factors can be used to manipulate realistically thedifficulty of tasks in laboratory inves'Agations. Telephone interviews wereconducted with 10 scientists, representing both military and civilian researchorganizations, to obtain the required information.
The results of this survey were inconclusive. Further, a majority of the dif-ficulty factors mentioned by interviewees were the same ones which havebeen previously studied in the laboratory. Consequently, the problem be-came one of suggesting an approach for manipulating such variables. Anoverall plan is suggested to guide subsequent investigations in which taskdifficulty is either controlled or manipulated.

Experiments III, W and V of the current series were conducted duringPhase II. Experiments III and IV dealt with imagery and Experiment V withfidelity of simulation.

Experiment III addressed two questions:
1. What is the relative traiiiing effectiveness of two forms ofimagery; i. e. , (a) when new material is related to morefamiliar material in an analagous fashion and (b) when newmaterial is represented directly?

What are the relative contributions of images and text inthe presentation of imagery?

This experiment was designed to validate the facilitating influence of imageryfound in Experiment II of the series. .:The findings. of Experiment III failed tosupport the facilitation found in Experiment II. These results are discussedin light of the subject samples and eXpermental procedures used.
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Experiment IV was ili.rnilar to III, with the exception that subjects were trained
with a paper and pencil rather than a hardware simulation of the task. The
purposes of this study were to resolve discrepancies in the results between
Experiments II and III, and to test the hypothesis that the effectiveness of
imagery interacts with verbal skills. The findings were consistent with
Experiment 111 providing no evidence that imagery improves performance.
This finding was consistent regardless of verbal skill level. The hypothesis
that imagery should be more effective for subjects with lower verbal skills
was thus not supported. Those results are discusSed in relati.on to the
restricted range of verbal skills of the subjects used.

E_Teriment V investigated the influence of training task fidelity of simulation
on transfer performance. Subjects were trained using one of three levels
of fidelity. The data indicated that variations in stimulus .and response
fidelity had little effect ori response time or i,(7.o.uracy. The data are inter-
preted as supporting' the findings of Experimern 11; i.e. , that relatively high
levels of training effectiveness can be obtained for procedural tasks in the
absence of high physical fidelity between training and transfrr tasks.

Measures of retention examined after two- and seven-day retention intervals
(across Experiments i and II, respectively) showed considerable improve-
ment (approximately 20 to 60 percent) ia both the speed and accuracy of
second-session performance over that of the initial session. However, after
a 14-day retention interval (Experiment III) response speed in the second
session was no better than first-session speed and for the accuracy measure,
performance in the second session was considerably below (approximately
30 percent) the first-session level. The implications of these findings to
military training are discussed.

In a final section the work on this program is summarized and recommenda-
tions are made for the direction of future research.

G VERN= RIGHTS IN DATA STATDENT

Reproduction of this puLLication in whole
or in part is permitted for any purpose
of the iinited States Government.
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FoREATORD

Th's report documents a second year's effort to as ist the NAVTRADEVCENin establishing a program of development on learning, retention, andtransfer for the purpose of improving the quality and quantity of psycho-logicai information pertinent to the design of military training.

THE PRESENT PROGRAM OF RESEkRCH

Under the two year contract with Honeywell, Inc., thedevelopment programhas progressed to a point where, at present, it contains the followingmain features:

- General information has been gathered and guidelines have beensuggeited;in a concerted effort made by an outstanding array ofexperts in the field, especially for the present project.

- Pour general types of tasks (procedure following, decision makingand problem solving, vigilance, and pattern recognition ) have beenidentified as the most critical to Naval training concerns and areto be subjected to experimental investigation.

- A task designed to represent the procedure-following category has beendeveloped and the study of tho learning, retention, and transfercharacteristics of "procedure-following" tasks has begun with fiveexperiments. These initial experiments, collectively, incozporatea total of four experimental variables. The first year's researchon this project addressed two training variables, viz., "imageand"fidelity of simulation." This year's research continued theinvestigation of these tut factors and extended the scope of studyto include the additional variables of retention interval andindividual differences.

- A telephone survey was conducted in an effort to identify the factorswhich affect the difficulty level of operational tasks. Such in-formation about the nature of operational tasks will be used, alongwith the other related information already acquired (i.e., thefour general categories of Naval tasks) and additional relevantinformation that is to be acquired in the future, to relate expemental tasks under investigation to real-world Naval jobs. Thisaspect of research is considered critical to the objective ofplacing us in the most favorable position from which to generalizelaboratory findings to and facilitate their application in realNaval training situations.

THE PROJECTED PROGRAM OF RESEARCH

Taking the lead provided by the past work on this program, futureresearch will proceed to address task and training variables, some ofthe highli hts of which follow:

TASK VARIABLES. Considered to be aj primry importance are the questions
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of the generalizability and applicability of findings obtained from research
on one type of task to various other tasks. These questions shoUld find
answers through studies on the influence of the same variables on different
task characteristics. In the conduct of such studies, along with the task
_tatures already identified under this program (mentioned above), several
different schemes for charaeterizing the features of tasks will be examined
for their ability to distinguish among behavioral effects.

TRAINING VARIABLES. Training variables selected for study will be based on
certain cognitive notions of emerging interest which emphasize information-
processing activities of the performer (of which the imagery variable in the
present research is an example). Individual difference factors will be
examined where such variables would appear to interact with variables of
primary interest. The influence of temporal parameters (e.g., retention
interval, duration oi practice, distribution of practice) will continue to
be explored across experiments, and only in cases of especial interest will
such variabls be examined within any one experiment. Finally, research
on fidelity of simulation will take into account the different possibl
meanings of the term discussed within (viz., resemblance of training and
criterion equipment, resemblance of training and criterion task mateiials,
presence or absence in training of tasks to be performed in transfer

ARTHUR S. BLANES
Human Factors Labora_o
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SECTION I_

IN TRODUC TION

BACKGROUND

This report summarizes the results a, the second year of work in thestudy of learning, retention, and transfer (L, R, and T), applicable to thedesign and utilization of Naval training systems. During the initial phasesof the program, Honeywell contracted to provide assistance to theNAVTRADEVCEN in the establishment of a long-term in-house research activ-ity. Due to the wide scope of L, R, and T researci-L and the limited resour-ces available, considerable planning has been required to define an effort ofmanageable- proportions.

The formulation of a research plan was accomplished as the result of thefollowing activities (Bernstein and Gonzalez, 1969):

A brief review.of relevant literature
Selection of an appropriate task taxonomy

aA survey of Navy jobs to determine critical tasks from thestandpoint of training

Organization and management of technIcal meetings withconsultants

A conceptual design for a generai-purpose L, R, and Tapparatus

As development of this plan took the greater portion of the first year,only two experimental studies were conducted. These studies were designedto try out the newly developed set of program requirements. The secondyear' s efforts emphasized laboratory investigations to provide a data baseupon which subsequent research can build. In addition, an analysis of factorscontributing to task difficulty in operational jobs was performed. This analy-sis logically followed the survey of Naval jobs conducted during Phase 1.
A basic problem in conducting L, R, and T research is choosing from along list of possible variables which can be studied. The selection of prob-lems for study should be based on a priority system. The program plan wasformulated with an aim toward establishing priorities for research topics.
A variable of central importance is the taxonomic category of the skill forwhich L, R, and T data are to be collected. The number of possible behavioralcategories varies with the taxonomy used. Part of the planning phase involved
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the selection of a taxonomy for specifying tasks. That of Willis and Peterson(1961) was chosen because it was developed specifically for Naval trainingapplications. Willis and Peterson define tasks at three levels of specificity.The broadest level contains three categories. At the second level, thesethree are broken down to a list of six. Nineteen task/behavior categories aregiven in the level III list.

On the basis of Willis and Peterson's descriptions and examples of levelIII categories, an analysis of Naval jobs was performed to select high-prioritytasks for initial investigation. This analysis suggested that procedural skillswere required for the performance _of virtually all critical Navy tasks. Thedecision was made to conduct initial investigations on the L, R, and T of pro-cedure-following tasks.

An apparatus was designed and fabricated to serve as an experimentalprocedural skills task. The device resembles, in a number of ways, militaryelectronics equipment. Operation of this equipment requires subjects tolearn and apply facts, principles, and procedures in a synthetic communica-tions task. Performance is measured in terms of response latency and_ accu-racy. Based on an analysis of task sequences, an error_ analysis, and inter-views with subjects, scores reflected a minimum of skill components otherthan procedure-following.

Exoeriment I

The major purpose of this pilot study was to establish baseline data onthe experimental task for future investigations. More specifically, data fromthis experiment were needed for the following purposes.
The identification of methodological problems.
Determination of acquisition and transfer performance func-tions, as measured by time and accuracy scores, and thecorrelation between these measures.
Because a transfer of training design was to be used through-out the program, two sets of equivalent problems wererequired. Experiment I was designed to compare performanceon these two sets of problems. Experiment I also allowedblocks of problems to be equated in difficulty.

Information was_needed about how subjects organized infor-mation necessary,to performing the task. During Experiment4-p-0st-experimental verbal reports were taken with the dataused to make final improvements in the instruction manual.
These data were also used as the basis for forming imagery sequences,in an effort to improve training effectiveness. Imagery will be discussed inmore detail later in this section.
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Time and accuracy scores during acquisition conformed to the classicalnegatively accelerated monotonic function, characteristic of more traditionallearning experiments. Improvement over problem blocks was associated morewith time than with accuracy scores. Moreover, the correlation between thetwo measures was not statistically significant, suggesting independence be-tween measures. These data were interpreted as evidence that subjectstended to work slowly until they became more confident of the correct proce-dures.

An absence of significant differences between performance on the two setswas found. Thus, two equivalent problem sets were available for use withWoodworth and Schlosberg's (1954) Plan 3 or Plan 5 for transfer of trainingexperiments.

An examination of subjects' post-experimental verbal reports directed at-tention to a familiar psychological principle. Several subjects stressed theneed to understand basic functional relationships in the system. These sub--,4cts indicated that the use of correct procedures was easy if one fully under-stood the nature of the communications network. It was interesting that thesubjects who volunteered this information performed at generally higherlr.vels than did the other subjects.

Another interesting finding was the c )mparison between performance
during the first and second sessions. This investigation showed no evidenceof forgetting over the 24-hour retention interval between sessions. Theabsence of a retention loss on this task contrasts sirongly with the findings of
more typical memory experiments using verbal materials. The difference
may be associated with the meaningful organization of verbal associationsfound in the present task. Such organization tends to be absent in rote list
learning tasks, unless it is imposed mnemonically by the subject. When sucha mnemonic system is used in list learning, forgetting is drastically reduced(e.g. , Senter and Hauder, 1968).

An appeal to inherent organization in the to-be-learned material of this
procedural task is consistent with the earlier discussion of subjects' verbal
reports. That is, subjects were unlikely to forget the nature of the system
in one day. Thus, they could use their understanding of functional system
relationships as pegs for recalling specific details of operation.

Ex eriment II

Two variables were selected for initial investigation in Experiment H,and to a further extent, during the second year of the program. The decision
to study imagery and fidelity of simulation was primarily based on discussions
held at the L, R, and T Technical Meetings .

e subject matter of these meetings is provided in Appendix B of the PhaseI final repo (Bernstein and Gonzalez, 1969).

3
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Fidelity of Simulation This term refers to the similarity between a training
device and its operational counterpart. Similarity can vary both in terms of
the stimuli and the responses involved in equipment operation. Thus, fidelity
of simulation can be viewed within a transfer of training paradigm.

The designers of training deArices tend to assume that training effective-
ness varies as a function of the degree co which the trainer physically simu-
lates the operational equipment. This assumption is consistent with the
classical model of transfer (Osgood, 1949) to the extent that positive transfer
is highest when both the stimuli and responses of two tasks are maximally

One may question, however, the applicability of Osgood's model to the
design of even moderately complex training systems. Two major differences
exist between Naval tasks and the kinds of tasks used to test the Osgood para-
digm. First, the typical transfer of training experiment involves a simple
relationship between the stimuli and responses of the acquisition and transfer
tasks. Second, as was mentioned earlier, laboratory learning tasks tend to
differ fundamentally from real-world tasks in forms of inherent organization.

To illustrate both points, let us consider a typical transfer experime.. c.
The majority of transfer investigations have been conducted using a paired-
associate (PA) task. The reason for this is that easily identifiable stimulus
and response terms are present in a PA list. Maximum positive transfer is
obtained when subjects are trained to provide the correct response term (RT)
for each stimulus term (ST), and the same list is carried over to the transfer
situation. Maximum negative transfer takes place when both the ST's and
RT's are carried over, but the associations are ri-c ,Instructed on a random
basis. In the latter situation, the subject must both Inlearn the original asso-
ciations and acquire the new ones. Merely carry-I-7, over the ST's and
replacing the RT's with an entirely new set typically fails to produce negative
transfer, and often actually results in a small amount of positive transfer
(Battig, 1966). According to Battig's (1968) analysis of the specific compo-
nents of learning in a PA task, it is not surprising that positive transfer is
obtained in this last situation. That is, many components of learning are
carried over from acquisition to transfer.

The difficulty in analyzing even rather simple equipment operating tasks
into a list of PA's is evident. Operational procedural tasks usually involve
sequential dependencies not present in an orthodox PA list. The task used in
the present program has a logical structure with responses contingent on
stimuli and other responses.*

*See Appendix D of the Phase I repo (Bernstein and Gonzalez, 1969).

4
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The presence of a logical structure in this procedural_task produces anapparent paradox. In a sense there is a complexity factor associated with thebranching of contingent responses. However,_ the fact that the contingencieshave an inherent logical basis tends to simplify operation. This point relatesto the earlier discussion about Experiment I, :where we point out the impor-tance of learning functional system relationships, compared with rote learningof procedures. Without_ a well formulated mnemonic system, the subject in aPA experiment has no choice but to learn by a rote method. This discussionleads to the hypothesis that transfer, in a realistic procedural task, does notcritically depend on relationships between specific stimuli and specifieresponses. Rather, it depends more on the extent to which knowledge of sys-tem structure and functional relationships applies to the operational task. Ifthe training system does an effective job of teaching underlying system struc-ture, trainees may be able to tolerate relatively low levels of physicalfidelity.

Wittrock (1968) suggests that transfer can be achieved through mediatedgeneralization. He reasons that man can generalize and discriminate amongdifferent situations by abstracting critical features from those situations andby generating verbal descriptors. These verbal descriptors then mediate thephysical response. One would thus hypothesize that even if the stimuli andresponses of the task were physically different, but the trainee was able toabstract the critical elements, transfer would remain at a high level.
Experiment II was designed in part as a preliminary test of this hypothesisOne group of subjects received training en the operational equipment. Asecond group was trained on a paper_ and pencil representation of the equip-ment. The front panel drawing was highly accurate, but was rendered inblack and white. Color coding was used to denote priority information in theactual device, while priority data in the low fidelity trainer was conveyed byletter designations. Both groups received 30 acquisition problems usingeither the high or low fidelity device.

The primary difference between the two fidelity conditions was in the waysubjects responded. Low fidelity subjects could not actually operate controls,but instead, wrote in their responses on an answer sheet. For example,instead of turning a rotary switch, the subject wrote the number of the sviitchposition; instead of pushing switches, the subject made a check mark over theproper switch, etc.

After a one-week retention interval, all subjects received a secondset of 30 problems on the operational equipment. Low-fidelity subjectsexhibited significantly longer response times on the first set of transferproblems, but thereafter did not differ from the high-fidelity group. Thetwo groups were equivalent, throughout, in terms of acctiracy.
These results were consistent with the experimental hypothesis and thefindings of other investigations (e.g., Grimsley, 1969; Mahler and Bennet,1950; Newton, 1959; Wilcoxin, Davy and Webster, 1954); i.e. , relatively low

5
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fidelity representations of the task produced satisfatory training effectiveness.While each of the other studies involved'actual military tasks, containing anuncontrolled combination of skill components, the present study concerneditself solely with procedural learning and transfer.
Imagery Imagery, as related to retention, denotes the use of visual mental
representations of relatively concrete objects as mediators for storage. Theterm has recently been used in connection with mnemonic systems forimproving memory. Mnemonists are able to recall very long lists of unrelateditems on a one-trial learning basis. They accomplish this by associating theto-be-learned items with a previously overlearned set of word pegs1 eachhaving a basic logical relationship with elry othei- one (Yates, 1966). Theassociation of the hew items with the pegs is thought to be enhanced by the
creation of usually bizarre images of a relationship.

Recently psychologists have investigated the use of imagery under con-trolled laboratory conditions. Senter and Hauder (1968) found that subjectswho were trained to use the above-described mnemordc system exhibitedmarkedly 'superior acquisition and retention performance over a control groupwhich was not given imagery training.

Paivio and his colleagues have conducted a number of experiments on theimage-arousing potential (I) of word pegs (e.g. , Paivio, 1963; Paivio, Yuille,and Madigan, 1968; Paivio, Yuille and Smythe, 1966). Collectively, theseexperiments provide convincing evidence that _I is an important determinant of
speed of acquisition when subjects are instructed to use imagery. Moreover,I acts in much the same way as meaningfulness, but relates more to the con-creteness of the word pegs.

ThP priQt-oxp.rim.n+01 varboi rcbports -f siii-jects from 'xperime coi.bined with the concept of imagery suggested an experimental technique for
improving training effectiveness. The idea was to provide subjects with a
more concrete means of acquiring and retaining knowledge of system struc-ture. The technique was based on the fact that imagery involves two principal
features: 1) a set of very familiar items acting as pegs for the mediation of
the new material, and 2) highly vivid visual representations of a relationship
between the pegs and the to-be-acquired items.

The present application of imagery differed from the uLual mnemonic
methods because the material to be learned was not simply a list of items.
Rather, the aim was to present a clear description of how the communication
system was structured. We reasoned that such information could be made
more salient if an analogy could be drawn between this system and a systemwith which subjects had basic familiarity.

Subjects in the imagery group were given a five-minute presentation of
cartoon slides showing situations occurring in the course of commercial airtravel which were analogous to each of the communication routines. The text

16
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of the commentary accompanylng each slide was contained in the manual andread verbatum to the subjects. Control group subjects were given the timeused for imagery presentation (5 minutes) to study the manual.
The imagery group exhibited superior response times in the acquisitionand transfer sessions. The time saved by imagery subjects averaged about25 percent. Imagery produced no significant differe ?,s in either sessionwhen performance was measured in terms of percent accuracy.

Phase I Conclusions

The results of the two initial experiments sugge ted the following fourconclusions:

ModifIcations to training methods, based upon feedback fromtrainees, can increase training effectiveness.

Providing subjects with fldamental knowledge of basic sys-tem structure and their role within that structure seems tobe more critical to performance than simply teaching facts,principles, and procedures.

Imagery may be a valuable technique for providing knowledgeof system structure.

Apparently, training effectiveness is not reduced by low-fidelitytraining on the procedural task used in the experiments.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Phase II of the L, R, and T program was concerned with: (1) an analysisof factors which contribute to task difficulty in Naval jobs, and (2) a furtherexamination of imagery and fidelity of simulation. This one-year effortinvolved three experiments and a survey of expert opinion regarding taskdifficulty. L, R, and T Experiments HI and IV dealt with imagery, andExperiment V with fidelity of simulation.*

Identification of Task Difficult Factors
Consistent with the pragmatic approach adopted during the first year ofthis program, efforts have been made to select research topics with maximumrelevance to operational training problems. Although the earlier survey of

*What is now called Experiment IV was actually the fifth experiment, chrono-logically, but because it involved the study of imagery, it is presenteddirectly after Experiment III.

7
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Navy jobs produced a list of high-priority tasks, the survey did not identify
factor s influencing the difficulty of performing these tasks.

The specific purpose of the Task Difficulty Survey was to define those
factors which influence task difficulty in the operational setting. Once defined,
these factors can be used to manipulate task difficulty in the laboratory setting.
This approach to the selection and use of variables for laboratory studies
stresses maximum relevance and transferability of laboratory findings to the
solution of real-world problems.

and T Ex eriment III

The purpose of this investigation was to explore further the role played
by imagery in the acquisition and transfer of procedural skills. Experiment II
suggested that the principle of imagery has considerable potential to enhance
procedural learning; i.e. , learning is facilitated when subjects can relate to-
be-learned material to previously familiar information through visualization.
In the earlier study, the familiar material acting as a peg was the commercial
air-travel system. Subjects who were shown cartoons depicting this system
and were told how various travel situations were similar to analogous com-
munication procedures operated the synthetic communication device more
rapidly than did an appropriate control group. This application contained both
fundamental ingredients of the imagery principle, viz. , the relations between
unlearaed and overlearned information and the provision of visual images.
Although both ingredients seem to be necessary in the more traditional use of
imagery as a mnemonic device in verbal learning, one may question their
criticality in a procedural skills context.

The purpose of Experiment III was to provide information on this issue.
More specifically, two questions were addressed by the present investigation,
viz:

What is the relative training effectiveness of two forms of
imagery; i.e. , (1) when new material is related to some
familiar material in an analogous fashion, 'and (2) when new
material is represented directly.

What are the relative contributions of images and text in the
presentation of imagery?

Experiment III was designed to ascertain whether the cartoons, the
accompanying text, or a combination of the two were responsible for the
facilitating effect of imagery found in Experiment II. Moreover, a direct
comparison was made between imagery directly related to the communication
system, and imagery describing an analogou situation. The comparison tests
the value of pegs, which historically have been overlearned material. This is
in contrast to providing word pictures of the to-be-learned material, which
may themselves mediate the element of learning.

18
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R, and T Ex eriment IV

Training subjects in the operation of the L, R, and T communication deviceor training op ti. ators of Naval systems in actual procedural tasks requiresrelatively large amounts of verbal instruction. Even moderately complexprocedural tasks involve a host of contingent actions. The presentation ofthese contingencies and the correct responses for each, n-rov result in manypages of text or lengthy direct discourse. One would thus suspect that atrainee's ability to acquire such information would be heavily influenced byhis verbal skills. In other words, a trainer ability to follow instrucl-ions islimited by his ability to understand the disc arse as it is preseated.
It was mentioned earlier that imagery may be effective because it tendsto increase the concreteness of the to-be-acquired material. Thus, it wouldseem that the imagery would be particularly effective for trainees who havedifficulty comprehending verbally presented instructions.

The purpose of Experiment IV was to test the hypothesis that there is aninteraction between verbal skill level and the effectiveness of imagery. Suchan experiment requires measurement of this skill and the blockirr7' of subjecsaccording to their test scores.

The most common tests of intelligence contain subtests for verbal skills.Verbal intelligence correlates highly with academic achievement: a learningexnerience which requires comprehension based on verbally presentedmaLerial. A case can thus be made for assuming that acquisition rate on aprocedural skills task, similar to that of the present experiraent, would corre-late with verbal intelligence. This reasoning led to the use of ,a verbal IQtest. The Ammons Quick Test (Ammons and Ammons, 1962) was selected as abasis for blocking verbal abilities. This test was chosen rrimarily because ofthe speed with which it can be administered and the fact that it correlateshighly with more traditional verbal abilities tests.

L, R, and T Experiment V

The major difference between high and low fidelity of simulation inExperiment II was in the way subjects responded to communication problems.The low-fidelity condition involved a rather accurate stimulus simulation of
the criterion equipment. The absence of degradation in training effectiveness
with the low fidelity training conditions suggests that practicing the identicalphysical response is not critical to the transfer of procedural skills.

The next logical question involves similarity of the equipment used in thetraining and transfer situations. One might ask how much difference inappearance subjects can tolerate between training equipment and operationalhardware.

9
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This question was tested experimentally in the present investigations.However, the changes in stimulu.s conditions were made with a very funda-mental restriction. That is, the basic functional relationships in the com-munications systems always remained constant from training to transfer.

These kinds of variation are analogous to situations in which the frontpanels of electronics systems are periodically redesigned, but the electronicsbehind the panels remain essentially undisturbed. Do such design changescause training equipment, based on older operational equipment, to becomeobsolete?

Based on Wittrock's (1968) concept of mediated generalization, a predic-tion similar to that made in Experiment II seems to be justified. Subjectsshould not be affected by differences in physical stimuli, just as they were notsubstantially affected by response differences. Again, because knowledge ofsystem structure mediates the acquisition of detailed procedures, subjectsought to be able to tolerate changes in physical appearance when the funda-mental system is not changed.

Another aspect of the present investigation again relates to the way sub-jects respond during the execution of training problems. If verbal mediationis the critical determinant of transfer, it may not be necessary for traineesto operate the equipment when learning. That is, it may be sufficient fortrainees to merely verbalize what responses they would mak:;, if they wereoperating the equipment. This hypothesis was tested by comparing two groupsof subjects. Subjects in experimental group told the experimenter whatresponses they wbuld make and the control group wrote in their responses.

20
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SECTION II

TECHNICAL APPROACH A oURVEY TO IDENTIFY FACTORS
INFLUENCING TASK DIFFICULTY

METHOD

Honeywell originally proposed to obtain task difficulty information byvisiting and interviewing personnel in the field. Because of the anticipat,scope of such an effort, NAVTRADEVCEN suggested that this informationmight be obtained from individuals who have previously conducted studies inthe operational environment. Therefore, it was agreed that Honeywell wouldconduct a telephone survey of selected scientists to gather the required infor-mation, if possible, without visiting operational systems.
The persons contacted during this survey were:
H. Ammerman - HumRRO,. Ft, Bliss, Texas
G. Briggs - Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
G. Jeantheau - Dunlap and Assoc. , Darien, Conn.
R. Mackie - Human Factors Research, Santa Barbara, Calif.
T. Mara - General Dynamics, Electric Boat Div. , New London, Conn.
W. Matheny - Life Sciences Inc. , Ft. Worth, Texas
E. Miller - HuniRRO, Ft. Bliss, Texas
L. Schrenk - Honeywell Resear,:th, St. Paul, Minn.
A. Siegel - Applied Psychological Services, Wayne, Pa.
E. Yaeger - Honeywell Marine Systems Center- West Covina, Calif.
The discussion of task difficulty cen ered on each of the nterviewee'sresponses to the following two questions:
1) Do you feel it is of value to visit the operational setting toobtain information about task difficulty?

2) On the basis of your experience (i. e. , familiarity withmilitary jobs and experimental investigations), what factorsdo you feel influence task difficulty in the operational setting?
The analysis of interviewee responses involved: (1) determinationof general factors contributing to task difficulty; (2) identification of thosespecific tasks which respondents felt to be highly difficult; and (3) identif#-cation of the major factors producing difficulty for these specific tasks.
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PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

Two major problems restrict the usefulness of information obtained.
First, the interviewees responded in idiosyncratic terms to describe task
difficulty factors, The different interviewees used different terminology todescribe similar factors, for example, the "number of different thing3 to bedone" may mean the same as "system load/overload". However, without
operational definitions for these terms, it was impossible to statP unequiv- allywhat was meant.

A second problem concerned the experJmental backgrounds of interviewees.
Although each person contacted is a recognized human factors specialist, the
background experience of each._of these men has by no means covered all tasks.
Opinions regardig task difficulty were, therefore, based on different types of
observed behavior. Tliis again limits the extent to which the views of one in-
terviewee can be compared with another.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Without exception, Interviewees responded affirmatively to Question No. 1
everal respondents cautioned, however, that visits to the operational setting

must be preceded by adequate preparation, i. e. , complete system familiarity
and well formulated hmDotheses. Concern was also expressed about the ability
of observers to establish and maintain good rapport with operational personnel.
This factor is considered critical if meaningful data is to be gathered. The
consenSus was that conduct of effective field investigations tends to be more
of an art than a science, since rigorous control procedures seldom are pos-
sible to implement. Lack of control is based on the fact that this type of study
must be conducted, for the most part, on a noninterference basis. One must
therefore accept data under varying sets of circumstances.

To place responses to Question No. 2 in clearer perspective, a matrix of re-
sponses:was developed (Table 1). This table summarizes the factors sug-
gested by interviewees as producing task difficulty. The individual interviewee
responses are elaborated in Appendix A. An examination of the appendix indi-
cates the degree of arbitrariness that was necessary in developing this table;
it is apparent that other categories could have been used. In addition to the
lack of agreement between investigators, Table 1 and Appendix A indicate that
the majority of the factors mentioned are those which have been frequently
studied in the laboratory. If a competent experimental psychologist would be
asked to list task difficulty factors, it is likely that the list would include task
organization, complexity, ambiguity, memory, etc. Therefore, based on this
small sample, going to the operational environment to catalog variables which
affect task difficulty appears to be inefficient.

22
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These task difficulty factors identified above can all be subsumed under the
variable of task complexity. Difficulty, however, is considerably broader thanthis, and varies, regardless a task, as a function of the following variables:

Performance criteria
Operator characteristi s

6 Task complexity
Training characteristics

It is felt therefore, that dijficulty is relative, in that no task is difficult
in and of itself. By way of example, Folley and Munge (1961) have shown that
performance can be dramatically influenced by varying the "degree of proce-duralization" of a task. That is, within a single task there can be varyinglevels of difficulty in performance.

There is a problem of definition and scaling which relates to all of theabove difficulty factors. Typically, operational definitions and uniquemeasurement schemes have been prepared each time a task difficulty variableis used in a study. Obviously one can continue to define terms and measuresto fit each ,specific investigation. However, due to their lack of generally-ability, such procedures do riot provide a workable solution to °err problem.
The most desirable solution involves the development and validation ofgeneral difficulty factor definitions and measures. (Despite the fact that muchstudy has been devoted to the area of psychometrics , much remains to bedone. ) Moreover, we consider this to be a task which is far beyond the scopeand resources of the present contract.

In general, task performance can be Improved by any of the followingprocedures:

Reducing the criteria for satisfactory performance
Improving the selection procedures, thereby increasing theinput skill level
Reducing t -sk complexity by redesign or incorporation of
performance aids

Improving the effectiveness of training techniques or in-
creasing the length of training.

Further, levels for each of these factors can be defined thus establishinga range of performance comparable to that which could be expected under
operational circumstances. Considerably More information is still requiredabout the effective levels and possible interactions among these factors.Nevertheless, translatable research can be accomplished if the experimentalsituation is carefully patterned after the operational environment.

24
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RECOMMENDED APPROACH

The experimental approach which we propose for implementation isbased on the notion that task difficulty should not be treated as a unitaryindependent variable. Rather, the term should be used as an interveningvariable and studied as it is affected by the man±pulation of performancecriteria, operator characteristics, task co lvxity, and type of training.

The primary advantage of this approach is that laboratory resea eh data
can be applied to the design of training for Naval jobs by experimentally mani-
pulating factors which directly bear upon successful performance. That is,tradeoffs can be identified to weigh training variables against each of the otherthree factors. For example, the performance of a particular task, by a cer-tain class of personnel, has been shown to be unacceptable, regardless of thequality of instruction. It would make little sense to continually strive to
develop new training procedures when personnel sel, ,2,tion or task design is
the limiting factor in job performance. Laboratory data can provide esti-mates of performance at various combinations of levels of each of the four
factors which influence task difficu.Ly.

Implementation of this approach requires the development of an o era].)study plan for investigating task difficulty. This study plan must identifyspecific levels of the four major variables for each experiment. Specificationof these levels should be aided by kno*ledge of the operational setting. Thatis: criteria, task complexity, personnel selection, and training procedurescan be modeled after those used in the Navy in so doing it should be possibleto establish a basis of comparison for evaluating experimental proceduresassociated with each factor.

Although the approach proposed here is seen as having a number ofdistinct advantages, it is not considered to be a panacea. Perhaps the majoradvantage to our approach is the development of a theoretical and systematicframework for investigating performance difficulty. Of course, this approachto task difficulty requires p.dditional time and resources to manipulate thelarger number of variables systematically. However, the proposed systemsapproach should have fewer undesirable influences on the overall program thanwill the alternative of establishing operational definitions and unique measure-ments for difficulty factors each time a study is conducted.

15
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CONCLUSIONS

I) The current survey failed to provide desired information con-
cerning factors which influence task difficulty.

2) The specific difficulty factors mentioned by interviewees did
not differ significantly from those which might be considered
if a researcher were to simply make a list of such factors.

There is a lack of generalizable definitions and measurement
schemes for the various factors which influence task difficulty,

e. , task complexity, performance criteria, operator skill
level, and training methods.

26
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SECTION III

TECHNICAL APPROACH - EXPERIMENT III

METHOD

Apparatus

The experimental task in Experiment III required the subject to operatea synthetic communication system. Two units of equipment constituted the
apparatus; the,subject's console (Figure 1) And the experimenter's console(Figure 2). Figure 3 shows the complete laboratory facility.

Equipment operated by the subject included a panel of indicators and
switches (communications control console) and an information display. Thecommunications control console (CCC), located directly in front of the seatedsubject, housed all displays and controls necessary for operating.the system.The information display, which contained all the facts, principles, and pro-cedures was a Kodak random-access carousel slide projector and a 5 x 7-inch back-illuminated Polacote screen. Subjects accessed 35.rrim slides witha selector located at the bottom left of the CCC. An index slide provided
information about the location of all other slide's.

The experimenter's control panel was connected electrically to the CCC.The experimenter's unit served two functions: It permitted selection of the
communications problems to the subject, and it proyided to the experimenter
information concerning the subjects' responses. A Hunter timer, positionedat the left of the experimenter's panel, was used to record the lapsed time to0.1 second, from the presentation of a problem until its completion.

The CCC..,.was arranged in three sections. At the left of the panel werethree displays (IEE readouts) which presented input information. One displayshowed the designating number of the initiator of the communication (Sender).Below the sender's number was the-receiver's number. At the bottom left ofthe CCC was a readout which contained the priority of the requested-trans-mission.

The central part of the CCC contain d 18 microswitch trans-illuminatedpushbuttons. ',The top three switchlights were used to select a frequency for
communication between the sender and the ccc. Below the frequenty.selec=tors was a 3 x.5 matrix of switchlights which..served the .following functions:

17
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Figure 1. Subjec s Console
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Figure 2. Experi_ enterls Console

Figure 3. L, R, and T Console
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They indicated which channels were in use and the priority
of the message of that channel. Message priority was indi-
cated by the color of the illuminated indicator.- *

They were used to select a channel for transmission of
messages to receivers.

The output section was located at the right side of the CCC. Two 32-
position rotary switches, called "patching dials", were used to select the
number of the sender and the receiver for each communication. Three
microswitch switchlights were used for: (1) connecting the sender and
receiver, (2) transmitting standby signals, and (3) transmitting busy signals.
A momentary pushbutton, at the bottom right of the panel ("transmit sign2.1"
switch), stopped the timer, and thereby signalled the end of a subroutine.

Two sets of 30 problems were used. These sets were designed to be
equivalent in terms of the principles and procedures used. They differed,
however, in specific ways; i.e., in terms of the particular subscribers
involved and the priorities of messages occupying communication channels.
Within each set of 30 problems, 13 categories existed. These categories
are listed in Table 2.

The problem sets were divided into five subsets, each containing six
problems. Problems involved either one, two, or three subroutines. Each
subset of problems totaled 12 subroutines. A Wollensak monaural tape
recorder was used to provide instructions to the subjects. (See Bernstein
and Gonzalez, 1969, for detailed instructions to subjects. These general
instructions were the same for all groups and for all the experiments re-
ported. )

Subjects

Ten male subjects ranging in age from'18 to 25 were used in the experi-
ment. These volunteers were undergraduate students from the University of
Minnesota and Hamline University. Subjects were paid on the basis of their
performance on the task. Pay ranged from $2.50 to $4.00 per hour, in the
same manner as the earlier L, R, and T experiments (Bernstein and
Gonzalez, 1969

Proce_dure

The subject's task was to arrange for the transmission of messages from
one system subscriber (sender) to another (receiver). To provide better
understanding of this task, a task analysis was performed (Bernstein and
Gonzalez, 1969) for each of the operational Sequences. The task analysis

*Note: each switchlight was divided into four sections. Priority one mes-
sages were shown by the top two sections illuminated red, priority two was
signalled by green in the lowe-,- left section, and priority three was a white
indication in tne lower right section.

3t7
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Table 2. Types of Problems Used i L, R, and T
Experiments I - V.

Problem Type Number Presented
Subsc iber to subscriber S-S

Subocriber to terminal to subscriber
(S-T-S) due to language disparity

S-T-S due to frequency disparity 3

S-T-S due to frequency and language 2

S-T-S rather than inte rupt 2

Interrupt (STBY)/SS 2

Interrupt (BUSY)/SS 2

Interrupt (STBY/ -T-S languag ) 2

Interrupt (BUSY) /S-T-S .(la 4uage)

Interrupt (S T BY) / S- T-S (fr!quency)

Interrupt (BUSY)/S-T-S (fre4lency)

Deny request (STBY)

Deny request (BUSY)

Total

2

2

2

2

2

served as the basis for specifying the steps involveil in ideal operation of the
system and was helpful in organizing the instruction manual used duringtraining. This manual was virtually identical to that used in Phase I.

-- Although there were 13 categories of problems, only
the following four basic modes of operation existed:

Subscriber to subscriber (5-5)
Subscriber to terminal to subscriber (S-T-S)
Interrupt routine
Deny sender's request to communicate

31
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The selection of the appropriate routine was dependent on subscriberoperating characteristics (language and operating frequency), priority of therequested transmission, and availability of channels. Each of the 25 sub-scribers couH transmit or receive on one, two, or three frequencies; i.e. ,high frequency (HF), very high frequency (VHF), and ultra high frequency(UHF). Each subscriber was also associated with one of five languages:English, German, Greek, Spanish or Swedish. Language and frequencycharacteristics were provided on the 35 mm slides and could be selected forpresentation on the information display.

All communications were conducted using either the S-S or S-T-S modes,In some cases, the interrupt mode was used but always in conjunction witheither the S-S or S-T-S mode. Some problems involved a request under con-ditions which precluded the use of either the S-S or S-T-S modes. In thesecases, the sender's request to communicate had to be denied.
S-_S_Mode -- When the sender and receiver used the same frequencies andthe same language, and a channel was available on their common frequency,the S-S mode wa-s used. To complete an S-S communication the following pro-cedure was used:

(1) Select sender's number on the left "patching dial"
(2) Select receiver's number on the right "patching dial"
(3) Select the uppermost unoccupied channel on the least occupied

common frequency
(4) Activate the "connect" switch
(5) Activate the "transmit signal" switch

S-T-S Mode -- The S-T-S routine was used under any of the followingconditions: (a) Either a language disparity existed, (b) sender and receiverhad different operating frequoncis, or (c) there was an open channel withinthe receiver's capability, but not the sender's. The S-T-S routine was com-pleted in two discrete par s. The first part included the following steps:
(1) Select sender's number on the left "patching dial"
(2) Select position 1 (terminal address) on the right "--a:ching dial"
(3) Select a frequency within the sender's capability
(4) Activate the "connect" switch
(5) Activate the "transmit signal" switch

After completion of this subroutine, the message had been trans -ittedfrom the sender to the CCC. To relay from the CCC to the receiver, thefollowing subroutine was employed:

22
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(1) Select position 1 on the left "patching dial"

(2) Select the receiver's number on the right ' patching dial"
(3) Select the uppermost open channel within the least-occupied

frequency usable by the receiver

(4) Activate the "conmecti switch

Activate the "transmit signal" -1 -itch

Interrupt Routine -- The interrupt routine was used when all usable chan-nels were occupied, and the requested transmission was of a higher prioritythan one or more of the messages occupying usable channels. In these casesthe subject signaled the subscribers, using the to-be-interrupted channel thatthey must discontinue communication. If the interrupted channel contained apriority-two message, a standby signal was giver , indicating that the inter-ruption was temporary. An interrupted priority-three transmission wasgiven a busy signal, indicating longer-duration interrupt. The followingsteps constituted the interrupt routine:

Select position 30 on both "patching dials"

Select the channel to be interrupted
Activate "standby" or "busy" for priority-two or priority-three transmissions, respectively

(4) Activate the "transmit" switch
(5) Wait for the channel to be cleared ndicated by the offset ofthe illuminated channel indicator)

As stated earlier, the interrupt routine was always used in conjunctionwith either the S-S or S-T-S routine. If the transmission was S-S, the chan-nel was interrupted first and the S-S routine followed. However, when inter-ruption was used with S-T-S, it occurred after the receipt of the message bythe terminal and prior to the relay of the message to the receiver.
Den- Sender's Re uest to Communicate -- When all channels within thereceive frequency caps._ ity were occupied with equal or higher prioritymessages than that currently requested for transmission, the request had tobe denied. Requests were denied in the follcwing way:

(1) Select position 1 on the left "patching dial
(2) Select sender's number on the right , !patching dia

33
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Select any frequency usable by the sender

Activate "standby" switch for priority one and two requests and
the "busy" switch for priority three requests

(5) Activate the "transmit signal" switch

Test_Ses ions Subjects were given approximately one and one-half hours oftraining. The training session included the following phases:
(1) A tape recording of the manual was played to the subject.
(2) The experimenter presented five example problems to the sub-

ject and aided him, to the extent necessary, in -alb completion
of the problems. The problems consisted of one each of the
following types: S-S, S-T-S, S-S/Interrupt, S-T-S Interruptand deny sender's request.

3) A 10-minute free study period was gi en.
(4) Thirty training problems wer-.- administered, with knowledge

of results (KR) given after each problem. The KR was com-plete; i.e. , any and all mistakes were po nted out and correry-
tions were provided.

A trial (one problem) consisted of the following step
(1) The experi -enter progra _med the CCC.
(2) The experimenter said "ready"

3) The CCC was illuminated by the experi- _enter, automatically
starting the timer.

(4) The subject attempted to solve the problem. Each subroutine
was timed separately. At the completion of olie 3ubroutine of
a problem containing two or three steps, the timer stopped.
The experimenter then noted the time and switched the consoleoff, and then on again, restarting the timer. The subject thenbegan the next step.

(5) KR was administered at the end of each problem.

Fourteen days after training, subjects returned for a transfer session.At the start of the second session, the subjects were informed that they wouldreceive another set of 30 problems similar to those they had worked theprevious day. No KR was given after these problems,
34
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Half the subjects were given problem set A in training and problem set B
at transfer, and the other subjects were given the two sets in reverse order.
The order of subsets was counterbalanced across '1 ubjects. For example,
subject 1 was given subsets in the order 1-2-3-4-5; subject 2 received order
2-3-4-5-1, etc. The order of the problems within subsets was randomized.

E:Terimental Design_ Table 3 shows the experimental design for this inves-
tigation. Five treatment groups were formed on the basis of the type of
imagery used during training. Eight subjects were assigned to each group on
a random basis. Sets A and B consisted of 30 problems ench which were
developed in Experiment I. Prior to training on the appropriate problem set,
each group received 5 minutes of preliminary training as indicated in Table 3
in addition to 40 minutes of general instruction which was the same for all
five groups.

Table 3. Experimental Design - L, R and T Experiment III

Group

Analogy Imagery
Plus Text

II. Direct Imagery
Plus Text

III. Direct Imagery

IV. Direct Text

Training Transfer
Problem Set Probkm SE

V. Control - No Imagery
No Text -Instruction
Manual

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Subject
Number

1 4
5 8

9 12
13 16

17 20
21 24

25 28
29 32

33 36
37 40

Imagery Conditions -- The five imagery conditions used in this exp
are described as follows

ent

Analogy imagery plus text -- This group received the cartoon
slides which depicted the air-travel analogy from Experiment
II (see Bernstein and Gonzalez, 1969). The slides were changed
in that the balloons showing what the characters were saying,
were taken out. This was done so that the effects of images and
text would not be confounded. All text was contained in the script
which was played to subjects from the tape recorder.
Direct imagery plus text -- The cfir'ect imagery, like the
analogy, was presented on 35 mm slides. However, rather
than showing an analogous system, the direct conditions
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showed cnrtoon representations of subscribers interacting
with the CCC. Again, each of the four basic communication
routines was represented. These slides are shown in
Appendix B.

Direct imagery -- These subjects were shown the direct
imagery slides, but were not provided with the text describing
each slide.

Direc( te: -- Subjects in this group heard the text but were
not shown the accompanylng slides. Instead, subjects were
told to form mental pictures of what they were hearing.

Control Control group subjects were not given any imagery.
The time normally used for imagery presentation was used by
subjects to study the manual.

Scoring

Two measures of performance i.e, response time a. nd accuracy were taken
during the training and transfer sessions.

Response..Time -- This measure referred to the elapsed time between the
beginning and completion of a subroutine. 1-1 a subroutine was omitted, an
elapsed time of 60 seconds was given.

Accuracy Accuracy data are expressed as percentages of subroutines cor-
really processed. The percentages were calculated according to a standard
scoring method which deducted points from each subroutine for procedural
errors. The more serious the error, the greater the scoring penalty. A
maximum of five points was aw?_rded for each subroutine. For example, an
unnecessarily interrupted channel resulted in a 3-point penalty...If the problem
could have been accomplished by using a single S-S communication, involving
only one subroutine, the subject' s score for that problem would have been
5-3) or 40 percent. If, however, the problem required two subroutines, the5

0-subject' s score would have been i13)
i-t) or 70 percent, Likewise, a three-stop

problem in which one three point error was made would have resulted in a
-score of 153) or 80 percent.

15

RESULTS

The training and transfer performance curves for each of the five groups
are shown in Figures 4 and 5. In general, the differences among treatment
groups in time Figure 5) and accuracy (Figure 4) were rather small.
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TRAINING PROBLEM BLOCKS TRANSFER
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NO IMAGERY

EXP HI ANALOGY AND DIRECT IMAGERY

NOIMAGERY

ure 6 Mean Response Time for- Acquisition and
Transfer Sessions of Experiments II and III
(Retention intervals for Experiments II and
III were 7 and 14 days, respectively. )

Table 4. Analysis of Variance Summary Response
Times During Training Session

Source of Variation df MS
._

Imagery (IJ) 4 245.1

Trial blocks (T) 4 1836.8 69.6

(I) 35 3

I x T 16 18.0 <1

T x S 140 26.4

0.01
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The overall response ti e perxermauce of the imnagery groups in thisexperiment are comparable to the analogy group of Experiment II (see Fig-ure: 6). However, there is a notable difference in the response times forthe control groups of the two experiments. The No Imagery (Coritr6l) group ofExperiment II performed substantially slower than the control group ofExperiment III. 'A t-test was run on the total response times during training ofthese groups and was found to be statistically significant (t 4.2, p < 0. 01).
Analyses of variance (ANOVA' s) (Tables 'rough 7) were performed on theacquisition and transfer data for both resl_ e time and accuracy scores forExperiment M. The various imagery conaiiions failed to produce a significantmain effect in either session for either measure. The trial blocks effect was.statistically reliable, shwing a learning effect for both time and accuracy in1.Doth training ciind transfeY sessions. A significant interaction was obtainedbetween imagery and trial blocks for accuracy scores during transfer. Thisis sham a by the non-parallel functions over trial blocks for the different experi-mental groups.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

ihe data of this study failed to support the imagery findings of Experi-ment LI. The absence of an imagery effect seems to be associated with thehigher performance of the control group (i.e. , high fidelity - no imagery) ofExperiment M relative to the control group of Experiment H. Had the no-imagery subjects of the previous investigation performed as well as the no-imagery subjects here, we would not have obtained a significant imagery effectthe earlier study.

The most obvious question posed by these results relates to the differencein performance of the control groups of two experiments. The likelihood thatsampling error was responsible for the difference is very small (p < 0. 01)

A more likely possibility is that differences in procedure accounted for theresults. Such differences included the following:
1) In Experiment II, the instructions were read to the subjectsby the experimenter. In Experiment III, the instructions

were presented on audio tape.

2) Because more imagery slides were used in the direct condi-
tions, an additional two minutes of free study was used in the
Experiment III (seven minutes versus five minutes in Experi-
ment II).

2 9
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Table 5 Analysis of Variance Summary e= onse
Times During Transfer Session

Source of Variation df
__.

MS

Imagery (I) 4 217. 6 1. 0
Trial blocks (T) 4 1318.2 54. 0**
S' (I) 35 213. 2

I x T 16 12. 7
T x S (I) 140 24. 4

< O. 01

Table 6. Analysis of Varianc.e Summary - Response
Accuracy During Training Session

Source of Va iation dl MS

Imagery (I) 4 68, 7
_.

-1
Trial blocks (T) 4 502 8 12.1**
S (I) 35 167. 2
I x T 16 43. 3 1, 0

T x S (I) 140 41.

.01

Table 7. Analysis of Variance Summary - Response
Accuracy During Transfer Session

ce of Variation

Imagery (I)
Trial blocks (T)
S

x T
T x S'

0 05

4

4

3,5

16

140

40
30

B.11`''-'

428 1.4
145. 7 2 9*

302.6
88.1 1, 8

49, 5
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Training effectiveness may have increased because of the
accumulated experience gained through conducting similar
experiments by the experimenters in the present study. Ir
particular, with more experience, the experimenter couldbetter respond to subjects.' ques'dons.

AlthJugh 1rre2evant to the control group's performance, there
was a change in the presentation of analogy images. The"balloons" used in Experiment II, containing messages by thefigures in the cartoons, were remov ed for Experiment III.
This was necessary to ma1 the analogy cartoons equivalent
to those used for the direct conditions. This change may have
depressed performance for the ans.logy group in the presentinvestigation.

Of these differences, it -.vould seem that the most likely possibility is that
thc.--, training procedure may have improved enough by the time this experimentwas run to account for the reduced response time scores of the control group.
Fu:-ther: it may be that if training procedures are saficiently effective,
im-aer,r adds "tittle to perfo7mance.

31
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SECTION IV

TwaC ICAL APPROACH EXPERIMENT IV

M,_:THOD

Apparatus

The subject,s task was similar to the previous studies. However, this
investigation was conducted with the paper and pencil simulation of the equip-
ment used in Experiment II (Bernstein and Gonzalez, 1969),

Subjects

Thirty male volunteer subjects from Introdu tory Psychology classes at
Hamline University took part in the experiment. Subjects were paid on the
same basis as in previous studies. Subjects-were assigned to treatment con-
ditions at random.

Procedure

Experimental subjects served one -t a time. Before participating in the
experiment, each subject was administered the Ammons Quick Test 'QT) of
verbal skills. In this test, the subject looks at a card conteining fc,vir scenes.
The experimenter reads a list of words, and as each word i presented, the
subject identifies the scene which best illustrates the word. Eac-n of the 1/4,hre
cards has associated lists of 50 words, ranging progressively from very easy!'
to "very difficult", Subjects are scored on the basis of totai words correct.
For each subject, the test took 10 - 15 minutes to administer and about a min-
ute to score,

Subjects scoring above the mean for college students (QT scores of 125
were ave-age) were placed in the high verbal skills group, and those scoring
below 125 were placed in the low verbal skill group, Of the eight subjects who
scored exactly 125, four were arbitrarily assigned to the high and four to the
low verbal skills group.

Subjects in each group were assigned randomly to one of the three image
groups: analogy, direct, or control (no imagery).

The experimental session began immediately after each subjert was assign- d
to an imagery group.

42
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Conduct of the experimental session was essentially the same as in the
previous low-fidelity (paper and pencil) experiments except that there waT
no transfer session. Half of the subjects in each group were tested with
problem set A and half were tested with problem set B, as in the previouseperiments.

RESULTS

The performance curves for Experiment IV are shown in Figures 7
through 10.

Figure 7 shows the response time data for high and low verbal skills
groups. Figure 8 shows performance response time measures for the three
levels of imagery, I. e. , analogy, direct, and control (no imagery).

Figures 9 and 10 show th3 accuracy score data in percent corree
high and low verbal skills and for the three imagery conditions.

Analyses of variance (ANOVAls) were performed for both response time
and accuracy data. Summaries of these analyses are presented in Tables 8
and 9. Neither the verbal skill levels nor the imagery conditions pro.duced a
statistically significant main effect. The trial blocks effect was again statis-
tically significant (P < 0.01) for both the response time and accuracy data.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This investigation was conducted for two reasons: (1) To help resolve the
discrepancy in results between Experiments II and III, and (2) to test the
hypothesis that the effectiveness of imagery interacts with verbal skills.

The findings of the current study are consistent with that of Experi-
ment III, showing no evidence that imagery improves performance as the
operation of the synthetic communication system. This was true regardless
of the verbal skill level of subjects. as measured by the Ammons QT in this
experiment. It should be pointed out that the imagery conditions in Experi-
ments III _and IV and that of Experiment 11 were different in that the verbal
"balloons" were removed in Experiments Ill and IV.

Once again, the control group of the present experiment outperformed
its counterpart of Experiment II. The hypothesis that overall training effec-
tiveness had improved after Experiment II seems to be further supported by
these data. It appears that subjects were able to comprehend the functional
relationships existing among elements in the .system without the presentation
of either the direct or analogous imagery.
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Table 8. Analysis of Variance Su- ary - Response Time
During Training

Source of Varia i Of MS

Verbal skill (V) 1 99.8 I 25
Imagery (I) 2 136 5 <1

TrialBlocks (T) 4 1264. 8 33.78**
V x I 2 29.7 <1

V x T 4 28.5 <1

I x T 8 17. <1

S' (VI) 24 319,6
VxIxT 8 36. 7

T x S (VI) 96 37. 4

0. 01

Table 9. Analysis of Variance Summary Response Acctiracy
During Training

Source of Variation S

Verbal skill (V) 1 14.6 <1
Imagery (I) 2 135. 2 1. 50
Trial Blocks (T) 4 242 1 6. 99**
V x I 2 37.1 <]
V x T 4 17. 0 <1

I x T 8 57. 8 1 67
S 07) 24 90. 0
VxixT 8 25. ?
1 x S (VI)

P O. 01
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The hypothesis that imagery should be more effective ic r subjects witl-lower verbal skills was not supported by these data. There was no evidencthat high versus low scorers on the Ammons QT were different in theirability to.learn to operate the communication system. Stated differently,1:11e Ammons test failed predict performance on the criterion task.

The absence of predictive validity for this test may be the result of ane,xcessively restricted range in verbal skills for the subjects used. Thisstatement is supported by the fact that over half of the subjects (16) scored
at the mean for college students or within two pointo of the mean.

The present investigation does not appear to providc conclusive res. ltsregarding the effects of imageyynon subjects of varying verbal skills. IL maybe worthwhile to run another group of subjects who score significantly lowerthan the college students used in this study. The subjects of this experimentcould then be considered high snorers and the new group, low scorers. Theadditional group should then be subdivided ao.cording to imagery condition ina manner similar to that used with the subjects already run.
If an interaction could be demonstrated between imagery and verbal skill,it would help resolve the discrepancy in findings between Experiment II andExperiment III and IV. That is, the difference in performance associatedwith imagery in Rxperiment II, may have been the result of less than adequateinstruction. Because the training was so depenuent on verilal instruction, theimagery tray have been effective when the verbal presentation was sub-optimal. A second approach to this problem may be used. An experimentin which quality of instruction is treated factorially with imagery may alsoexplain the incensistency of the obtained findings.

However, these two suggested approaches are closely related. Instruc-tions may be effective for people of relatively high verbal skill and ineffec-tive for lower skilled subjects. Further research certainly seems indicatedrelating to verbal skills, quality of instruction, and imagery.
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SECTION V

TECHNICAL APPROACH MCPERIMENT V

METHOD

Apparatus

Training equipment for this udy was of the paper and pencil type. Three
versions of the training equipmeaL sere used (Figures 11 through 13). These
versions varied systemstically in ,,erms of theft similarity to the operational
hardware. The highest fidelity representation (Figure 11) was identical to
that used in Experiments., II and IV. The medium fic:Ielity drawing (Figure 12)
differed from the operational equipment in that the front panel components
v, ere reo iented by a 90-degree shift. The :owest fidelity drawing (Figurtt 13)
contained a 90-degree shift plus a change in all controls ard displays.

INPUT REQUEST

SENDER

REC IVER

PRIORITY

FREQUENCY

PATCHING DIALS

RECEIVER

CHANNEL

15

OUTPUT SIGNAL

15

Figure 11. High-Fidelity Panel
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ub ects

Forty-eight male students from the University of Minnesota and Hamline
University took part in the experiment. Subjects were assigned to the six
treatment conditions at random. The subjects were again paid from 3 50 to

00 per hour for their participation.

Proc edure

The procedure for this study was the same as that used previously,
except that all subjects were trained with a paper and pencil representation of
the equipment.

Again, one set of problems was used for training and the other for trans-
fer. Differences in fidelity occurred during training, with all subjects trans-
ferring to the actual equipment. The transfer session was conducted 14 days
after training.

Experimental Design

rt. able 10 shows the ue-_ --n for this study. Six groups of subjects were
1,17-d I:. a 2 x 3 factorial arrangement. Two levels of response fidelity nigh

Tal.ie 10. Experimental Desi and T Experimcnt V

Training
Transfer

-1

Subject
u berStiuiulus Fidelit, _ ponse Fidelity

Low

Verbal

1 -i_

roblem ._e
-blem Set 13

) --)blem Set A
Problem Set B

1 - 4

5 8

12

13 - 16

Medium

Verb?

Ni r-i en

Probl n Set A
-oblem Sct 13

Problem Set A
Problem Set B

L7 - 20
21 - 24

25 - 28
29 - 32

High

-bal

Written

Problem Set A
Problem Set B

Problem Set A
Problem Set B

33 3G

37 40

41 - 44
15 48
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(written) and low verbal), and tiiree levels of stImulus fidelity high, medium,and low similarity) were used1 Eight subjects werc assigned to each treat-ment group.

RESULTS

The response time data (Figures 14 and 15) suggest that variations instimulus and response fidelity had little effect on tlining effectiveness.Response times during transfer show an effect similar to that obtained inExperiment II; i. e. a marked increase in speed from the first to th- s-condblock of problems.

The accuracy data (Figures 16 and 17) also show little effe(_t of levelsof qtimulus and response fidelity. Performance curves during transfer, forwritten versus verbal groups, are very nearly identical. Subjects who weretrained under the lowest stimulus fidelity condition were somewhat less ac-curate at transfer than were medium and high-stimulus fidelity groups (Fig-ure 16)

i'yoparently, accuracy performance suffered a greater loss at transferLili i did response time. Although subjects quickly r( ainQd their speed,accura c consistently rUMailled )(..loy.. fira4.- session levels.

Analyses of variance were performed on the tit and accuracy scores fromacca_iisition and transfer sessions. These ANO\*A'S are summarized in Tables11 through 14. Neither method of responding nor stimulus fidelity producedsignificant main effects. Only one interaction was fou:.d to be significant(p < 0. 05), viz. , stimulus fidelity x trials il percent accurqcy during train-ing; no interpretation for this finding is available at present.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The eesurL If this investigation extend the findings of Experiment II. Con-sidered together with the other research in the area, we now have considerable
evidence that rekitively high level of training effectiveness for procedure
tasks caln Oe hiuintained in the absence of high physical fidelity between trainingand tr insfer tasks. This appears to be true both in terms of the stimulus and
response components of the tasL

These findings lend support to Wittrock's (op. e t. ) concept of mediatedgeneralization as -the basis of transfer in procedural skills. Apparently,ibjects can cope with variations in the stimulus and response components ofthe task as long as the basic system structure and functions remain unchanged.

The written response is considered to be of higher fidelity than the verbalresponse because the former requires hand-equipment relationships whichare similar to those involved in operating the actual equipmer
. whereassuch hand-equipment relationships are absent with the verbal response.These definitions, however, are arbitrary and unique to this situation.'21 _42
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Table 11. Analysis ''f Variance Summary
Response -ne During Tr,lining

Source of Variation df MS

Response method (R) 1 729,4 < 1
Stimulus Fidelity (F) 2 847,5 < 1
Trials (T) 4 4958 8 99.99**
R x F 2 )01.5 <1
R x T 4 59.8 1.37
F x T 8 31.1 < 1
S (R x F) 42 921.9
R (R x I,' x T) 8 42.0 <1
T x S (R. x F) 168 49.6

p < O. 01

Table 12. Analysis of Variance Summary Arcsin Transformed
Percent Accuracy Scores During Training

Source of Variation df MS -,

Response method (R) 1 0.1337 < 1
Stimulus Fidelity 01 2 0.2235 1.516
Trials (T ) 4 0.6271 21.56
R x F 9 0.3132 2.06
R x T 4 O. 0 G 1.80
F x T 8 O. 0 ;07 2. Oft:-

S (R x F) 42 0.1 ..41
R (F x T) 8 0.0399 1.

T x S (R, x F) 168 0.0 91

p < O. 05
p < 0, 01
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Table 13. Analysis of Variance Summary
Response Time During Transfer

Source of Variation

Response method (R)
Stimulus Fidelity (F)
Trials (T)
R x F
R x T
F x T
S (Rx F)
RxFxT
T x S

1

56.7 < 1
4 7983.4 54.37*
2 24.7 <1

171 1.54
8 84.5 < 1

42 993,6
8 102.1 < 1

168 146.9

0.01

Table 14. Ana]v of Var&ance Summary Arcsin Transfo
Percent Accuracy scores During Trprisfr-r

Source of Variation di MS F

Bespo _ method (R) 11 0.0003 <1
Stimulus Fidelit 1 2 0.434':-.; < 1
Trials (T) 4 0.2482 10.85
R x 2 0.1109 < 1
R x T 4 0.0091 < 1
F x T 8 0.0216 < 1
S (R x IF') 42 0.4849
RxFxT 8 0.0167
T x S (R x F) 168 0.0229

O. 01
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It is worth noting, however, that subject, performance on early trialsof the transfer task reflects changes to the equipment and different methodsof responding. Subjects require more time to process communication rou-tines on these initial trials. However, response times improved very rapidlyby the second block of trials. 2 As was mentioned in the discussion of thePhase I results, unless initial performance is critical, high physical fidelitydoes not appear to be a stringent requirement.

The discrepancy between time and accuracy measures, in terms of trans-fer performance, was an interesting finding. The accuracy data obtained inthis experiment tended to be poorer than that obtained earlier. This wasnot the case for response time. Accuracy at transfer was not reduced inExperiment III to the e'xtent that it was in the present investigation, suggest-ing that the two-week retention interval _was not solely responsible. On theother hand, accuracy scores did not differ significantly as a function offidelity conditions. Moreover this discrepancy was not apparent in Experi-ment II. Thus, it does not seem likely that low-fidelity training is the pri-mary reason for the lower accuracy scores. Possibly, a combination of atwo-week retention interval and training with paper and pencil simulationsproduced the obtained effect.

Also, it should be kept in mind that knowledge of results was not providedduring transfer trials. Therefore, an initial drop in accuracy would tend toperseverate throughout the transfer session. An experiment appears to beneeded in 'mhich feedback is treated as an independent variable during transfer, with training provided under high- and low-fidelity conditions.
Integrative Review of Imagery and Fidelity of Sin ulation

An effort is made in this section to consider the fidelityand imagerycharacteristics of the present experiments in relation to other research inthe area. Although the literatum review contained in this section might
typically be presented in the introduction, this section contains frequent

2That this effect is influenced by the transi.er to the actual equipment from
paper and pencil training is suggested by a similar result obtained in aPhase I experiment (Experiment II). That study showed a decrement inperformance at the start of transfer and rapid subsequent improvement fora group trained with paper and pencil, while subjects trained on the actualequipment showed considerably less initial loss. Thus, since the initialtransfer effect was due to paper and pencil training in this previous expement, it seems reasonable to assume that the similar effects in the pre-sent experiment were also a result of pencil and paper training (althougha control group trained on the actual equipment is not available for com-parison in the present case). An implication of this assumption is thatthe difference between training on the actual equipment and training with
paper and pencil has a greater effect on initial transfer than differencesin either the configuration of the controls and displays or variations inthe response mode employed. (This point is indicated by the close cluster-ing of all curvn at all stages of transfer in Figures 14 and 15. )
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rofere-L' s to aspects of tie experiments wiich suggests -bat it be more
appropriately presented ,ere.

ITT_LILEL,r2L T__.e imagei-y variable manipulated in the present studies repre-
sented a calculated gamble; namely, the attempt to extend recent thinking onthe role of imagery (I) in verloal learning to the specialized use of picturesin an instructional situation. Laboratory research on imagery has concen-trated on development of objective quantitative measure of I (e, g., Paivio,
Yuille, and Madigan, 1968) and on the functional status of I in studies ofadults and children's ver bal learning. Scholarly reviews of this research
are not wanting, and incllide summary articles by Paivio (1969, 1970), Reese
(1970), Rohwer (1970), cod Bower (in press). The context of such efforts
has been primarily that of "list learning" in its various forms (1.e. , PAlearning, serial list learning, free recall, recognition, and memory span
techniques). Such studies obviously emphasize the S's retrieval of specific
information, scored in terms of discrete words on word groupings, rather
than the S's ability to perform conceptual and procedural tasks. Though the
emphasis on "discrete" words in such laboratory tasks should not be confused
with a lack of concern for conceptual and relational principles, it is true thatthe task of the present experiments departs considerably from the typical
list learning laboratory test. Likewise, the psychological scaling of single
words for properties of I, concreteness-abstractness, and meaningfulness
finds no ready application to the instructional methods evaluated in the pre-sent research.

These distinc _ions betweeii laboratory "list earning" and laboratory-in structional investigations regarding the role of imagery in verbal learningneed not pose an insurmountable obstacle to future efforts to take advantageof knowledge concerning imagery processes in instructional or training pro-grams. Rather, the available literature suggests a number of clues (albeit
by hindsight) for the subsequent design of such research, and these leads are
diScussed briefly below.

I According to Paivio (e. g., Paivio and Yarmey, 1966) verbal stimuli may
arouse sensory il-nages which wiR mediate response recall (i.e., the con-
ceptual-peg hypothesis). Accordingly, Paivio (1969) has shown th2.t mean-
in ulness and imagery have separable effects, with that of I on the processing
of the stimulus term in PA learning. Meaningfulness has its greatest effect
on the response term. Future work on procedural-instructional programsmight thus concentrate effortF on developizig vivid word instructions and
pictorial representations of stimulqs or cue-function material, with less
emphasis on imagery for the procedural response component.

Pictures versus Words. -- The attempt to facilitate performance through
pictorial representations o key concepts during the instruction session maybe traced to _its laboratory based antecadents fairly directly. According toPaivio (1969), "Objects or their pictorial representations arouse non-verbal
images directly and, to the extent that such images facilitate the formation
of associative connections with response members, pictures should be even
more effective than concrete nouns, at least as stimulus members" (p. 254)
Studies conducted prior to 1966 had examined the effect of pictures versus
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words on the stimulus or response side in PA learning, though Faivio and
Yarmey (1966) were the first to investigate words versus pictures in all
possible combinations (S-R) in a 2 x 2 factorial design. Consistent with the
eonceptual-peg hypothesis, raivio and Yarmey found PA learning with pic-
torial stimuli as cue terms to be superior to verbal stimulus conditions.

Most of the picture-versus-word research has been performed with PA
tasks, though some imagery research on this topic has also been done with
free recall (FR) and serial learning procedures. And, in FR, a number of
studies (Lieberman and Culpepper, 1965, Paivio, Rogers, and Smythe, 1968)
have shown higher levels of recall for familiar objects than for the word
names of the objects.

Paivio (1970) has recently reviewed a series of studies comparing pic-
torial and sentence (verbal context) depicting of pair relations. This work
is a step closer to the present efforts. In his review, Paivio suggests that
both imagery and verbal symbolic processes are operative in S's learning of
pair relations _(citing only Milgram, 1967, with a negative finding on imagery).
Davidson and Adams (undated) studied children's learning of associations
between pictorial representations of objects, and found learning aided by pre-
sentation of the objects in relation to one another (e. g., a rope around thc-
neck of a jar) compared to simple juxtaposition of the objects (e g., rope
and jar side-by-side). In a related study directly concerned with imaginal
processing, Bower (in press) investigated associative learning of paired
words representing objects. One_ group was instructed "to imagine the two
objects'? (represented by words) "one at a time separated in their imaginal
space, like two pictures being seen on the opposite walls of a room". The
other group was instructed to imagine scenes in which the two objects inter-
acted (in a manner similar to that explicitly used by Davidson and Adams).
In cued recall, the "interactive" group recalled 71 percentof the responses
that were to have been assoc4s.ted with the cues, while the "separate" imagery
condition recalled far fewer items (46 percent).

Such experiments provide obvious leads for future work on aiding instruc-
tional routines with either pictorial representations or deliberate imaginal
procedures. For example, the Ss in the present study were not explicitly
instructed to process the pictorial aids in any particular way, or to relate
the events within any single cartoon one to another. Yet, recent laboratory
efforts of the sort described above suggest that development of associative
relations between cue and response words or objects is very much a function
of the interactive processing which may occur, rather than just a simple
consequence of using pictures themselves. In this c_ontext, facilitation of
retention results not itself from imagery, but from "integrated" imagery of
the sort mentioned above. That is, the integration is achieved by the setting
of to-be-learned materials in certain specific contexts (e. g., pictures of
related objects, sentences relating key words, etc. ), or directing S to pro-
cess the materials himself in like fashion. 72hus, Rohwer (1966) and Paivio
(1969) find associative learning of pairs of common nouns to be facilitated
by an intervening verb or preposition, but not aided by an intervening con-
junction. The latter presumably does no more to establish an integrative
imagery or verbal context effc.ot than merely listing the terms separately.
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Is this last factor one possible (though uninended) characteristic of the use of
pictures to benefit verbal instruction in the present c:veriments, and hence a
contributing element to the generally null imagery rqslts here obtained?
Although an exact answer is impossible as yet, the possibility of an affirma-
tive answer is strong enough for the interative hypothesis to receive more
atcention in future investigations.

Several investigations have been per_orrned to compare potentially dif-
ferential cue properties of words and pictures outside the "list learning"
context, and these seem deserving of mention relative to the work reported
above. Basically, such studies offer leads on the degree to which words and
pictures may arouse sufficiently different responses to suggest caution in the
instructional combining of particular verbal and pictorial representations.
Deno, Johnson, and Jenkins (1968) investigated the similarity of associations
evoked by pictures of objects and the verbal labels designating those objects._The purpose of the study was to gain sorne psychological purchase on the find
ing that word and pictoral stimuli may produce differential effects in tasks of
learning and retention (e.g. , Deno, 1968; Jenkins, Neale, and Deno, 1967;
Kale, Grosslight, and Mclntyre, 1955). The authors found that in terms of
associative meaning (Deese, 1962), "a picture does not represent the same
concept as a word" even though the two are nominally in correspondence
(i. e. , the word "apple" and a picture of an apple, etc. ). Similar findings
have been obtained by Bourisseau, Davis, and Yamamoto (1965) and Anderson
(1966) in terms of such logical dimensions as "sense" impressions and bi-
polarity ratings in which responses to word and picture stimuli were scored.
The same problem has been investigated from a quite different perspective by
Shepard and Chipman (1970), who were attempting to tie down the concept of
"internal representation" for pictorial and verbal stimulus events. The S.'stask IA s to give judgments of rated similarity for the shapes of fifteen states,
based upon (a) only the state names, or (b) the visual state outline without the
name. While Conrad (1964) found stimulus similarity (and hence confusion
errors in short-term memory) to be based upon the acoustic rather than the
visual properties of the stimuli, "suggesting that the internal representation
of visua4y presented letters was at least initially related to the names of the
letters," Shepard and Chipman found just the reverse. Namely, Ss appear to
rate similarities among shapes cued by names much as they do when presented
with the actual visual outlines. This type of inquiry seems fairly basic to anunderstanding of some of the processes underlying imagery for verbal cues,and the authors comment that such efforts are really in their infancy.

Effect of Pictur:es_ on _Comprehension The literature rega -ding the
effects of pictures on text comprehensions is in principle fairly closely
related to the experimental manipulations performed during the currentproject. liowever such work does not offer the attractive theoretical base
as does that of imagery (though hindsight again suggests the role which
imagery may play in some of the comprehension studies). A serious problem
for valid generalization is that much of the inStructional research on pictorialaids to comprehension has been performed with children rather than adults.
With these cautions in mind, two reports in this area must be noted. Koehnke(1968) studied 9s, ability to identify the main idea of a paragraph of prose
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material with content-relevant pictures as the independent variable. The Sswere third and sixth graders and four treatments were evaluated, as follows:(1) text only; (2) text plus pictures, but no instructions to use the accompany-ing pictures; (3) text plus pictures, rninimal directions on pictures use;(4) text plus pictures, "maximum" directions to use the pictures, Koehnkefound that pictures did not add to Ss' ability to state the main ideas of theparagraphs, even with maximum directions as to the use of the pictorialmaterial,

Structured PresentationModes -- Bower (1970) provides an excellent
review of research on grouping and relating of to-be-learned verbal materi ls.Three points clearly applicable to the present studies are discussed below.First, Bower describes a wide range of variables which may influence theextent to which Ss more effectively organize and learn verbal materials, ofwhich I is but one of many potentially influential factors in recall, Second,Bower reaffirms the importance of distinguishing between E and S codes inverbal learning, with special emphasis upon Os discovering and making effective ur7e of thc latter in the design of the material presentation. (Note also inthis context such diverse applications of S codes as those described by Tulving,1968, Boltwood and Buick, 1970; Montague, Adams, and .N:iess, 1966; andMontague and Wearing, 1967). In the present context, the pictorial stimuliused must be classified, at least for the time being, as V; codes. Hence, wedo not know their relevant stimulus properties as processed by S. Instead,the pictures represented the investigators rendition of an effective f stimulusrelated to the critical instructional material. Were the studies to be redone,it might well be desirable to generate the pictorial aids on the basis of S'sdescriptions of the images aroused by the actual spoken and written instruc-tional text.

Finally, Bower describes several experiments concerned with the role ofnatural conceptual hierarchies in learning and retention of large sets of words.In one experiment, 28 to-be-learned words were ordered into a natural con-ceptual hierarchy constructed from a structural rule. In the control condition,the 28 words were presented in a random manner. Differences in recallfavoring the structural-rule organization were striking; more words wererecalled on the first trial for the "organized" condition than on the last trialby the Ss receiving randomly structured materials. This etfect may bemediated by visualization processes, but it seems premature and possibly
inaccurate to invoke imagery itself as a determinant factor. Instead, theexperiments demonstrate the considerable value of careful and systematic
organization of verbal materials according to conceptual rules. In the presentcontext, the requisite verbal recall may have been facilitated by its own struc-tural organization in the absence of any overt pictorial representation. Thishypothesis is subject to test in research designed to deliberately manipulateboth the textual and pictorial properties of the instructional material and shouldhave high priority in future LRT instructional research.

Fidelit of SirJulation -- Gagne (1962) provides an excellent overview ofsimu ators in tern., of instruction and on-line training objectives. Campbell(in press), in an Annual Review chapter devoted to Personnel Training and
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Developn ent, finds relatively few studies explicitly concerned with fidelity of
simulation (where he expected to find many). A good many service supported
studies of flight simulation have been carried out (e. g. , Ellis, Lowes,
Matheny, and Noiiman, 1968; Demaree, Norman, and Matheny, 1965) but
appear outside the specific criterion-task cbncerns of the present researc'

In a study of radar training requirements, Silver, Jones, and Landis
(1965) give some, empirical support to the idea that paper and pencil simula-
tion devices (as used in the present studies) may successfully be employed
for highly skilled operators (though not for task-naive ones). _Research on
individual differences in perceptual-motor skills (e. g. , Fleishman, 1967) has
consistently demonstrated that the ability requirements of a task may change
over periods of practice. The question then arises: what components of the
task, and at what level of task proficiency, should be simulated? The present
research was concerned primarily with task simulation for the relatively early
stages of practice. Clear answers regarding effects of degrading fidelity of
simulation at iMtial levels of task proficiency are somewhat inconsistent,
and made more so by potential retention X fidelity interactions, as reported
by Grimsley (1969) for guided missile trainees, and by Hamrnerton and Tickner
(1967) for Ss learning remote-control operations. Briggs and Naylor (1965)
varied degree of task organization and fidelity of the training task (a real radar
scope versus a cardboard cutout), and found team training not to transfer well
when the training simulation was of low fidelity. Briggs and Johnson (1 c./66)
subsequently found stimulus fidelity more important than response fidelity in
this situation (a finding with some interesting ties to the earlier description
of I effects given above).

While the studies described in this report show that E has considerable
latitude in permissible variations of the display representation, training on a
paper mock-up is not identical to similar training on the CCC (note Figures 16
and 17). However, as Gagne (1962) points out, fidelity or degree of simula-
tion may meaningfully refer to the specification of tasks to be performed by S
during training, rather than to the formal resemblance of training and criteri n
equipment.

Simulation may not only involve the systematic training of certain task
components while other situational variables are deliberately excluded; but
may also involve, for example, variations of operational stimulus materials.
The criterion task used in the present studies (the CCC) allowed the simula-
ion of training mode features, but did not involve stimulus materials (mes-

sages) identical to those encountered in typical Naval tasks. Most simply,
there are many shades of meaning ascribed in the use of the term simulation,
only one of which has yet been systematically explored in this report.
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SECTION VI

TE HNI AL APPROACH - RETENTION EFFECTS

A major problem with research investigating learning, retention and
transfer is the size required of experiments in which all three processes arestudied. Any single L, R & T experiment is automatically a three-factor
investigation. Various classes of variables are associated with learning,
retention, and transfer. For example, imagery was treated as a variable
associated with learning, and fidelity of simulation has been considered atransfer variable.

- most obvious variable, relating to retention, is the time elapsing
between training and transfer sessions. We have not manipulated this
variable within any one experiment for two basic reasons. First, retention
interval, at least in the present context, can be studied only as a between-
group variable. Thus, the size of an experiment is multiplied by the number
of retention intervals studied. Second, retention was not considered a high
priority variable by participants at the L, R & T technical meetings --
probably because forgetting curves I-Ave been obtained frequently in the past
and look similar regardless of the conditions under which they have been
obtained. Unless one is interested in the retention characteristics of a
particular task, it is usually sufficient to know that the forgetting curve will
be a monotonic, decreasing function of time.

Retention data are available in the present program by examining the
retention interval across experiments. Because a control group liigh fideli y
no imagery) was run in each of the first three experiments, assessment of
retention interval effects is possible.

Figures 18 and 19 show these data, expressed in percent savings scores,
Experiment I provided the one-day values, Experiment II the seven-day
interval, and Experiment III gave the 14-day scores. Each group contains
two curves. One is for savings between block 1 of the training session and
block 1 of the transfer session. The other curve shows savings averaged
across blocks of trials. One graph (Figure 18) shows savings scores based
upon time data, and the other (Figure 19) shows savings data based uponaccuracy scores.

Time A TimeT ansfer X 100TimeAcq.

For the data In Figure 19, savings was calculated as

Savings
Percent Errors A - Percent Errors,_ ans e
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OVERALL SAVINGS VERSUS FIRST TRIAL -AVINGQ

Figures 18 and 19 both show that savings tend to be higher on initial
trials than on later triak.l . This difference is gr-eater for accuracy datathan for time data. Further, something akin to a reminiscence effect is
obtained on the initial trials for the accuracy data. Ti.,:at is, accuracy on
the initial trials is somewhat better after a seven day retention interval
than after only a one day interval. Otherwise, the class_cal retention effect
is noted, viz, retention decreases as the interval increases. In both cases,
it is significant to note that there are no savings or worse) with a 14-day
retention interval.

These data have basic implications for training procedural tasks in the
Navy. Ii; appears that if transfer takes place after more than about a week,
training effectiveness might be seriously impaired. Moreover, if the opera-tional task does not provide immediate knowledge of results, errors will tendto perseverate. Thus, in summary, the effects of a retention interval on
system effectiveness, under conditions where immediate knowledge of resultsis not available to the performer, would appear to be a differential function of
two factors: (1) the criticality of response speed versus response accuracy
to successful performance on the task, and (2) the duration of the retentioninterval. The present data suggest that the most deleterious affects on
retention are manifested on response accuracy after a 14-day retention
interval (where performance was degraded close to 35 percent). On the other
hand, all other combinations of retention interval and performance measureresult in at least as good performance after the retention interval as in the
initial _learni.ng session. Thus, if system effectiveness depends on accuracyof performance, then retention intervals longer than seven days might lead
to significant performance decrements.
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SECTION VII

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Phase II of the L, H, and T program involved four studies. Three of
these were laboratory investigations and the fourth was a survey of expert
opinion, followed by the synthesis of an approach to studying task difficulty.
An evaluation of these activities must be made from the point of view of
setting the stage for a long-term experimental program on L, R, and T at
NAVTRADEVCEN.

The five experiments conducted during these two initial years of the
program concerned themselves solely with the learning, retention, and
transfer of a procedural skill. Procedural skills were chosen because they
are involved in Naval jobs of all descriptions. It is evident that we have
only scratched the surface of knowledge about this category of behavior.

While it appeazs that verbal learning and verbal behavior underlie many
aspects of procedural skills, one cannot account for or predict behavior in
the training and transfer of procedural skills, by solely appealing to the list-
learning literature. Earlier in this report, a discussion of some of the
similarities and differences between procedural and verbal learning was
presented. Significantly more research is required in this area before the
design of more effective training systems can ti c 2...:corriplished in a scientific
manner.

Four variables have been investigated in these five experiments. One of
these (imagery) is a possible technique for improving trainees' understanding
of basic system structure, and is thus a variable primarily associated with
learning. This is not to say, however, that the effects of imagery in training
may not be present in retention and transfer. A second variable (fidelity of
simulation) refers to similarities and differences between the training and
transfer task. Fidelity of simulation can be considered a basic variable
relating to tranSfer. The third variable (retention interval) relates to both
learning and transfer in that it influences the extent to which skills acquired
in learning sessions are manifested in operational -situations. A fourth
variable investigated in this series of experiments (individual differences
related to learning, retention, and transfer by virtue of the fact that the
influence of variables associated with all three of these factors are bound up
with characteristics of the learner.

IMAGERY

The finding of Phase I, regarding imagery, seemed very promising.
Experiment II suggested that the presentation of imagery during training tends
to facilitate comprehension of the task. Evidence of this was based on a dif-
ference in response latency which favored the imagery group.
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Experiments III and IV clearly failed to support tne initial findings. Inboth of these studies, the imagory condition was associated with approximately
the same performance levels as were obtained in Exper,ment II however,the control groups of the later investigations performed significantly better
than the control. group of Experiment II

Imagery has been employed experimentally in verb:71 learning studies
(e. g. , Senter and Hauder 1968; Paivio, 1969) to improve acquisition andretention. The findings of such experiments have been very promising.
Therefore, it would appear reasonable not to completely dismiss imagery
in the pr pcedural skills context.

Several hypotheses about the conditions under which imagery may be
effective should be, considered further., The first notion regards a possible
interaction betweeh the effectiveness of imagery and the abilities of proce-dural task traineeS. This hypothesis was tested in Experiment IV, but dueto the:lack of spread in the distribution of verbal abilities scores, the data
are inconelusive. A similar investigation should be conducted with a wider
range of verbal abilities, and possibly, with a battery of tests to find which
predict performance on the experimental task given various training
methods.

The second hypothesis to explain the inconsistency in findings, regarding
imagery, was suggested earlier (see Experiments III and IV). That is, theeffectiveness of imagery may interact with the degree of ccmprehension of
the operating instructions. Thus, if subjects understand the task fully with-out imagery, the introduction of imagery sequences may add little to per-formances. A test of this hypothesis would require an experiment in whichthe "goodness" of instruction was varied under conditions of imagery - noimagery.

Finally, the particular way in which imagery was designed may not beoptimal. The cartoon sequences invoixed only about seven minutes of a 90-minute instructional period. Possibly this presentation was not sufficient tqprovide a significant effect. Alternate ways of providing imagery to traineesto make the task more complete should be considered.

FIDELITY OF SIMULATION

The manipulation of levels of similarity in stimulus and response com-
ponents between the training and .7t-ansfer task produced results with impor-
tant implications to the design of training systems.

Experiments II and V provided data consistent with the notion that transfer
depends more on similarity of basic system struture than on stimulus and re-sponse similarity. These resuli:s were predicted on the basis of Wittrock's(1968) idea of mediated generalization being the basis of transfer. In the
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present task, subjects recognized that the operational task was .not essentially
different from the training task anc7 were thus able to reconcile speCific dif-
ferences. Their ability to reconcile differences is very much the same as
what psychologists m.ean by generalization; that is, one stimulus (or re-
sponse) tending to become equivalentlo an earlier stimulus or response_

The ability to aAlieve satisfactory training effectiveness under conditions
of low fidelity can mean considerable cost savings to tile Navy. It does not
appear to be necessary to tacitly assume that training devices must be "car-
bon copies" of their operational counterparts. Instead, designers need to
analyze the critical task features of the criterion system to determine how
these should be represented in training. If it can reasonably be determined
that trainees can recognize correspondences between training and transfer
tasks with less than perfect fidelity, considerable cost savings may be possi-
ble.

This research by no means allows one to set specifications for fidelity
levels. Our findings do suggest, however, that trainees may be able to
tolerate rather high degrees of dissimilarity. Further research is needed
to determine Just how far one may go with this principle.

TASK DIFFICULTY

The decision to survey opinion regarding factors associated with the
production of task difficulty was based on the fact that this variable is of
central importance in the L, R and T program. As a result of the analysis
of the problem, it became obvious that task difficuliy is not a unitary variable.
Four factors associated with variations in difficulty were identified.

An approach to manipulating these factors was outlined earlier in thisreport. Basically, we recommend adjusting levels of these factors according
to constraints imposed under operational circumstances. For example, if
performance of a system has been demonstrated to be unsatisfactory, an
analysis of specific reasons for low human performance levels would be re-
quired, improved effectiveness might be achieved by any of the following
techniques:

Improved training methods
Higher inith.1 skill levels of operational personnel
Redesign of the task; e. g. , greater automation
Reduced criteria for adequate system performance

Adjustment of all of these factors is not always possible. In situations
where one or more of the factors are unalterable, experiments would involve
manipulation of the other(s). Such an investigation might involve various
methods of simplifying the task or attenwting.different methods of.training.
In any case, the nature of the experiment would be dictated by circumstances
surrounding the Naval job in question.
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The four studies described in this report directly follow the planning and
research of the first phase of L, R, and T. It must be recognized that the
work accomplished in this two-year effort can be only the beginning of a muchlarger research prograI .

The research accomplished thus far has dealt with only one category of
behavior. Many of the variables studied are relevant to other taxonomic
categories as well. For example, the retention findings for procedural skills
may be different for pattern recognition or decision-making skills.

An attempt at deriy g a priority list of variables was undertaken in
Phase I. Four of these variables were studied in the first two years, viz
imagery, fidelity of simulation, retention interval, and individual differences.
The findings associated with fidelity of simulation appear to be the most con-
clusive of the four. However, even here it is evIdent that much more research
is required before application to the design of training systems can begin to
pay off in terms of cost effectiveness.

It is the opinion of the authors that a continuing need w'll exist to con-
tinually establish priorities for the research yet to be conducted. Because
economic considerations limit the amount of research conducted, one must
continually concentrate on those areas with the greatest promise. It seems
safe to say that fidelity of simulation is an area which can be fruitfully inves-
tigated. If a decision must be made about limiting research in any one direc-
Lion, it would appear that further studies of the relationship between cost
effectiveness of training and the fidelity of that training would be most worth-
while.
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APPENDIX A

SUMMARY INTERVIEW ON TASK DIFFICULTY

Interviewea

H. Ammerman

G. B iggs

Factors Affecting D fficulty

Number of lecision options or branches in a
procediire (i e. ti-oubleshooting versus fixed
procedure).

(See additional items under E. Miller)

Number of diffef-ent things a person must do
any single time.

Within any single dimension, the amount and
kind of processing required.

Task organization, la e. , degree of nonindepen-
dence with dimensions.

G. Jeantheau e Relative geometry of units, i. e., the fact, rate
and amount of change.

Physical environment as it influences sensors.

System load

number of unit& to be dealt with

R. Mackie

communication and coordination require-
ments

Operational mission

- threat, urgency

Contingencies, emergencies, malfunctions.

Signal to noise ratio

Multiple stimuli representing same object

Equipment alignment

Environment
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T. Mara Level of ambigulty

Amount of informati n available

Amount of mental storage available

G. Matheny

E. Miller

L. Schrenk

Overloading
time stress
speed and accuracy requirements

Psychological stress

Adapt-tion requirements, i. e. , adapting to a
variety of situations and environmental conditions

Procedural memory (time from interactions to
actual performance)

Time stress (speed requirements)

Visual acuity (in raw video display

Task distractor stress (uo ng two things at once)

Environmental distractors (danger, noise, fear)

Intersystem coordination (timing and phasing)

Concept complexity (coordination and under-
standing what others are doing with your job)

General complexity (length of process)

Physical strength stress

Number of information input channels used

Bate of information input

Uncertainty or unpredictability of input task

Complexity of rules for information processing

Complexity - amount of memory required
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A. Siegel Environmental factors - number of targets,
target speed, etc.

B. Yaeger

Crew integration requirements

Intellectual loading

Stimulus difficulty discrimination

Cognitive difficulty

procedure complexity
procedure selection

Response difficulty

timing
accuracy
rhythm
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APPENDIX B
DIRECT IMAGERY (L, R, AND T)

MEXICAN AIRLINES

GERMAN VESSEL

U.S. AIRLINES

jj n

SWEDISH flSSEL

First, there is a map oi Western hiurope, parts of the Mediterranean, and
the Atlantic Ocean. It shows the countries which speak the five languages
included in this study: English, German, Spanish, Greek and Swedish.
Also evident are some ships and aircraft which communicate in these
languages. The land-based stations, the airborne ones, and those on ship-
board have one, two, or three types of antennae -- of the three types of
antennae, each emits its own unique type of signal.
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The S-S routine can be described in 3 steps:

First, Sven Peterson, the operator of a Swedish Arctic outpost has a mes-
sage for Christen Olstad, mannino the communication facility in the Swedish
port of Holmstad. Peterson, the sender, flashes his communication request
to the Communications Control Console.
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In the second scene, Peterson's request is received by the Control Console
Operator. The Operator quickly determines that both Peterson and Olstad,
the intended receiver, speak Swedish, and that both operate HF radio equip-
ment. So, the console Operator relays the message directly from Peterson
to Olstad on an available HF channel.
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Finally, the connection between Peterson and Olstad is made, and they arein direct communication with one another, with the radio signals beingamplified through the Communication Control Console.
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S.T-S

ROUTINE

The S-T-S routine can be described in the following 4 scenes:
Joris Swenson in Stockholm wants to communicate with Tully Spyropolous,in Greece. The Communication Control Console Operator receives themessage request from Swenson.

The Console Operator checks the language and frequency capabilities of theSender and the intended Receiver. He ascertains that Swenson speaksSwedish and has HF equipment. Spyropolous, on the other hand, speaksGreek and has only VHF radio equipment. The Console Operator, there-fore, has to process the message STS, through the Language and FrequencyTranslator.
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In the next scene, the Control Console Operator brinss the message fromSwenson into the console, on HF frequency. The message is then fed auto-matically into the Language and Frequency Translator.
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Next, the Operator redirects the message to the Receiver, Spyropolous,
on an open VHF channel.
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Finally, at this point, Swenson, with HF equipment, and Spyropolous, withVHF equipment, are comr-'mnicating freely with one another through theTranslator.
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INTERRUPT

ROUTINE

STANDBY

Next we have the INTERRUPT ROUTINE, first for Inte_ _upt-Standby.

This situation shows General Nelson, who has an extremely important
message for Colonel Maxwell who is aboard an aircraft. The Console
Operator sees that the only communication channel usable by the Senior
Officers is currently being used by two lieutenants conve3,ing a fairlyimportant message.

Because of the urgent nature of the General call, the Con o _e Operatordecides that he must interrupt the lieutenants.
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INTERRUPT

- STANDBY

In the next scene, the Console Operator flashes the standby signal to thelieutenants. The lieutenants, upon receiving the standby signal, temporarilydiscontinue their cornmunicati on.

The channel is thus freed and the Operator uses it to complete the patchbetween General Nelson and Colonel Maxwell.
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INTERRUPT

- BUSY

Next, we have INTERRUPT BUSY

The next time General Nelson had an important communique for Colonel
Maxwell, the available channel is being used by two PFCs conveying routine
information.

The Console Operator flashes a BUSY signal t- the PFCs indicating that they
are to be cut off.

Therefore, the PFCs --All have to re-initiate their co_ -unication later.
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DENY ROUTINE

STANDBY

C.c.c.

Next is DENY - STANDBY

Captain Breckenridge, piloting a KC-135, has a very important message todeliver to the USS Hoover, which is with the 7th fleet, off Gibraltar.
The Console Operator notes that the only channel the ship can receive mes-sages on is currently being used by two senior officers whose communicationis just as important as that of Captain Breckenridge.
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DENY

- STANDBY

Therefore, the next step would be for the Con 6ole Operator to deny Cap a
Breckenridge's request to communicate.

Because Captain B7-?ckenridge had a high priority request, he is placed onSTANDBY.
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DENY BUSY

The last situation is DENY BUSY

Commander Conklin, off duty, on the Riviera, remembers a few detailshe wants his aide, aboard a small service boat, to clear up for him. TheCommander, therefore, requests a patch between himself and his aide.The Console Operator sees that all available communication channels arecurrently in use by'other parties.
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So, since Conklin's message is clearly of low priority, the operator flasheshim a busy signal and he will have to re-request a patch at some other time.
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II earning
Retention
Transfer of training
Training research
Fidelity of simulation
Imagery

. _rocedure-folio-wing task

Experi ent III addr ssed two questions:

A NK LINK C
1;1421.0 t4T WT WT

1. What is the relative training effectiveness of two forms of imagery; i. e. ,

(a) when new material is related to more familiar material in an analogous
fashion and (h) when new material is represented directly?

What are the relative contributions of images and text in the presenta-
tion of imagery?

This experiment was designed to validate the facilitating influence of imagery found
in Experiment II of the series. The findings of Experiment III failed to support the
facilitation found in Experiment II. These results are discussed in light of the sub-
ject samples and experimentarcedures used.

Experiment IV was similar to III, with the exception that subjects were trained with
a paper and pencil rather than a hardware simulation of the task. The purposes of
this study were to resolve discrepancies in the results between Experiments II and
III, and to test the hypothesis that the effectiveness of imagery interacts with verbal
skills. The findings were consistent with Experiment III providing no evidence that
imagery improves performance. This finding was consistent regardless of verbal
skill level. The hypothesis that imagery should be 1-4o.re effective for subjects with
lower verbal skills was thus not supported. Those results are discussed in relation
to the restricted range of verbal skills of the subjects used.

Experiment V investigated the influence of training task fidelity of simulation on
transfer performance. Subjects were trained using one of three levels of fidelity.
The data indicated that variations in stimulus and response fidelity had little effect
on response time or accuracy. The...data are interpreted as supporting the findings
of Experiment II; i.e. , that relatively high levels of training effectiveness can be

"obtained for procedural tasks in the absence of high physical fidelity between
training and transfer taslet

In a final section the work on this program is summarized and recom-_-endations
made for the direction of future research.
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